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he most popular way to remove paint from an aircraft in
the 1970’s was to cover it with chemicals that would
attack and swell the paint. The paint would then be 

removed by laborious methods such as rubbing and sanding.
These methods created a hazardous stew of paint and toxic
chemicals. Environmental regulations and the increased costs
associated with handling and disposing of several thousand
gallons of toxic waste for each aircraft became prohibitively
time-consuming and expensive.

Another unrelated industry had a waste disposal challenge
of a different nature. Button manufacturers were creating a
waste by-product of buttonhole chads. I don’t know who put
buttonhole chads into a blast machine for aircraft paint stripping
for the first time, but it certainly has evolved into a very large
industry over the past 35 years. Button chads are no longer
used as plastic blasting media but the media is still commonly
made from a by-product of plastic items.  

The uses for Plastic Media Blasting (PMB) are endless 
and more are being discovered every day. Traditional PMB is 
performed on coated flight surfaces such as airplane skins. 
Can you imagine using chemicals to strip the paint off of a 
C-5 military cargo plane or the delicate surfaces of the radar
evasive B-2 bomber? The C-5 has10,000 pounds of paint on
the aircraft and the B-2 has many complex radar absorbing 
substrates. Economics dictate that a simple and effective
method be used. Chemically stripping these aircraft is simply
too expensive and environmentally unacceptable.

While PMB is cost-effective and environmentally-responsible,
it’s crucial to control the process so that it strips away tough
paint and thermal-protection materials without damaging 
surfaces. Until recently, the PMB industry used subjective 
methods of inspecting the quality of the end result. 

In 1994, Innovative Peening Systems built a state-of-the-art
PMB facility for NASA at the Kennedy Space Center for stripping
delicate space shuttle flight hardware such as the solid rocket
boosters (SRB). The NASA paint-stripping operators developed a
quality standard to establish the process with an aluminum
coupon that was approximately two-foot-square and coated
with a similar type of paint that was to be removed from the
shuttle component. After machine setup, the operator would
blast the coupon and then inspect it for surface roughness. If
the blast stream was too aggressive, the coupon would exhibit
severe surface roughness, indicating a dangerous blasting 

Plastic Media Blasting—
Controlling the Process
by Dan Dickey, Innovative Peening Systems (IPS)

condition. The challenge now was
how to quantify and control this
degree of blast intensity. 

Does this sound familiar, Almen
strip users? Well, it did to me, too.
With some help from Electronics
Incorporated, IPS presented a 
unique version of Almen test equip-
ment, called the Aero-Almen gage,
to the NASA staff. This gage is used
in a similar manner to an Almen
gage but it uses an aluminum strip
called an Aero-Almen strip developed
for the U.S. Air Force. Because the
aluminum strip is not magnetic, it
has to be held into place by a 
special hold-down block with four
spring loaded fingers. 

After we realized that this was a
better method of testing, we decided
that the Almen strip method of

intensity determination could be included with the original
coupon visual inspection test. This would allow us to limit the
maximum “peening” intensity as established by Aero-Almen arc
height. Several coated aluminum coupons were then subjected
to the blast. The blast pressure was then turned up for each 
test until the coupon showed signs of excessive etching and
was determined to be a rejected coupon. The Aero Almen 
strips were then subjected to the same blast parameters and 
a measurement was made to determine the new maximum 
intensity and arc height acceptable on an Aero-Almen strip. 

Strips are now blasted with every piece of flight hardware
and a specific measurement and each strip is logged for that
part—we have a permanent record of quality that will follow
the flight hardware during its lifetime. The benefit of this new
quality procedure was immediately apparent. The Aero-Almen
strip, measured on a precision gage, provides a definitive 
measurement thus providing excellent process control 
capability. l

T

The shuttle’s rocket booster nozzle inside the Innovative Peening
Systems’ PMB enclosure.

As part of the quality control process, the PMB operators blast a
two-foot-wide aluminum coupon that has been covered with a 
paint similar to the coating on the shuttle.

The Aero-Almen gage and
aluminum strips provide
a definitive measurement
and quality control for
the PMB process of the
shuttles’ solid rocket
boosters.
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budgetary, capital asset acquisition and purchasing processes
for something as mundane as deburring and surface finishing
equipment. The reason this problem persists into the 21st 
century is that there is a very imperfect understanding of the
hidden and more serious cost this manual and uncontrolled
approach imposes.   

The first casualty of this manual approach is the invest-
ment the manufacturer has made, often in the millions, for
precise and computer controlled manufacturing equipment.
The idea behind this investment was to have the ability to
produce parts that are uniformly and carefully manufactured to
exacting specifications and tolerances. At this point, in too
many cases, the parts are then handed off to manual debur-
ring and finishing procedures that will guarantee that no two
parts will ever be alike.  

Isotropic Mass Finishing for Surface
Integrity and Part Performance

Continued on page 8

Authors are members of the SME-DESC Technical Group: 
David A. Davidson, Deburring/Surface Finish Specialist; 
Jack Clark, Applications Engineering Manager, ZYGO Corporation;
Dr. Michael L. Massarsky, President, Turbo-Finish Corporation

When presented with edge and surface finishing problems,
many manufacturers continue to reach for solutions that rely
on out-of-date, time-consuming and labor-intensive methods.
It is still not unusual to see precision parts and critical hard-
ware being manually handled and edge and surface finishing
operations being performed with abrasive hand tools, or
manually-controlled power tools that utilize coated abrasives
or abrasive filaments. This situation often arises from insuffi-
cient planning and a lack of understanding on what will be
required to render the manufactured part or component
acceptable for consumer use or end-user application. At the
root of the problem is a manufacturing and design engineer-
ing culture that considers its work done when the part comes
off the machining center or the fabricating machine. Too
often, part edge and surface condition is simply someone
else’s problem. In many cases not much thought is given to
the problem until production is in full swing and parts start to
fail quality assurance standards because they have burrs or
undesirable surface conditions that not only affect function
and performance but send costs through the roof.

This is a situation that deserves and is getting an increas-
ing amount of scrutiny. It is a subject repeatedly discussed at
the newly-formed “Deburring, Edge-Finish, and Surface
Conditioning Technical Group” sponsored by the Society of
Manufacturing Engineers in Dearborn, Michgan. At one of the
group’s monthly national teleconferences, Steven Alviti, a
deburring and surface finish expert, summarized his experience
this way:
“This group has been needed for a long time now. The senti-
ments expressed at the phone conference still hold true to
this day. I face the same scenario time after time. The company
develops a new product, they cost the product, they work
out the productivity to decide what machinery they need to
supply the demand, they spend $500,000.00 -$1,000,000.00
for CNC machinery, they get orders and start producing,
they now have product to ship -- but it has a burr! Now we
get the call, after they have thrown five or six people at the
cell with microscopes, exact-o-knifes, files, sandpaper and
worse, and have figured out that they are in a jam. Now we
come up with a mechanical or automated solution, but it's
like pulling teeth to have them spend $10,000 or $20,000
on a solution that should have been part of the initial phase.
Whatever this group can do to bring mass finishing into the
initial stages of engineering will be a benefit to all involved.”  

The costs of neglecting to consider deburring and surface
conditioning in production planning and engineering can be
– and often is – substantial. Frequently overlooked however,
are the potentially serious problems that can develop from the
ad hoc and interim solutions that are selected to deal with
what now has become a manufacturing crisis. The manufac-
turers who resort to hand or manual finishing do not do so
because of its cost. On a per piece basis, it is by far the most
costly method of handling the problem – but often it is the
most obvious solution and the easiest and the quickest to
implement. Hiring some less-skilled temporary employees, and
arming them with hand tools to attack the problem, may not
be very imaginative, but it is certainly much less strenuous
from an engineering perspective than approaching the 

Figure 1. (Before) This photograph was taken with an electron micro-
scope at 500x magnification. It shows the surface of a raw unfinished
“as cast” turbine blade. The rough initial surface finish as measured
by profilometer was in the 75 – 90 Ra  (µin) range. As is typical of 
most cast, ground, turned, milled, EDM and forged surfaces, this 
surface shows a positive Rsk [Rsk – skewness – the measure of surface
symmetry about the mean line of a profilometer graph. Unfinished
parts usually display a heavy concentration of surface peaks above
this mean line, generally considered to be an undesirable surface finish
characteristic from a functional viewpoint.]

Figure 2. (After) This SEM photomicrograph (500X magnification) was
taken after processing the same turbine blade in a multi-step procedure
utilizing centrifugal barrel methods with both grinding and polishing 
free abrasive materials in sequence. The surface profile has been 
reduced from the original 75 – 90 Ra (µin.) to a 5-9 Ra (µin.) range.
Additionally, there has been a plateauing of the surface and the 
resultant smoother surface manifests a negative skew (Rsk) instead of a
positive skew. This type of surface is considered to be very “functional”
in both the fluid and aerodynamic sense. The smooth, less turbulent 
flow created by this type of surface is preferred in many aerodynamic,
automotive and other high force loading applications. Another
important consideration the photomicrographs indicate is that surface
and sub-surface fractures seem to have been removed. Observations 
with backscatter emission with a scanning electron microscope (SEM)
gave no indication of residual fractures. 
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ISOTROPIC MASS FINISHING
Continued from page 6

Continued on page 10

Positive vs. Negative Surface Skewness. The skew of surface
profile symmetry can be an important surface attribute. Surfaces
are typically characterized as being either negatively or 
positively skewed. 

This surface characteristic is referred to as Rsk (Rsk – skew-
ness – the measure of surface symmetry about the mean line
of a profilometer graph). Unfinished parts usually display a
heavy concentration of surface peaks above this mean line (a
positive skew). It is axiomatic that almost all surfaces produced
by common machining and fabrication methods are positively
skewed. These positively skewed surfaces have an undesirable
effect on the bearing ratio of surfaces, negatively impacting
the performance of parts involved in applications where there
is substantial surface-to-surface contact. Specialized high energy
finishing procedures can truncate these surface profile peaks
and achieve negatively skewed surfaces that are plateaued,
presenting a much higher surface bearing contact area.
Anecdotal evidence confirms that surface finishing procedures
tailored to develop specific surface conditions with this in
mind can have a dramatic impact on part life. In one example
the life of tooling used in aluminum can stamping operations
was extended 1000% or more by improved surface textures
produced by mechanical surface treatment. 

Directionalized vs. Random (Isotropic) Surface Texture
Patterns. Somewhat related to surface texture skewness in
importance is the directional nature of surface textures devel-
oped by typical machining and grinding methods. These
machined surfaces are characterized by tool marks or grinding
patterns that are aligned and directional in nature. It has been
established that tool or part life and performance can be sub-
stantially enhanced if these types of surface textures can be
altered into one that is more random in nature. Post-machin-
ing processes that utilize free or loose abrasive materials in a
high energy context can alter the machined surface texture
substantially, not only reducing surface peaks, but generating
a surface in which the positioning of the peaks has been
altered appreciably. These “isotropic” surface effects have been
demonstrated to improve part wear and fracture resistance,
bearing ratio and improve fatigue resistance.

Residual Tensile Stress vs. Residual Compressive Stress.
Many machining and grinding processes tend to develop
residual tensile stresses in the surface area of parts. These
residual tensile stresses make parts susceptible to premature
fracture and failure when repeatedly stressed. Certain high-
energy mass finishing processes can be implemented to modify
this surface stress condition, and replace it with uniform resid-
ual compressive stresses. Many manufacturers have discovered
that as mass finishing processes 

Moreover, the increased complexity and precision require-
ments of mechanical products have reinforced the need for
accurately producing and controlling the surface finish of
manufactured parts. Variations in the surface texture can 
influence a variety of performance characteristics. The surface
finish can affect the ability of the part to resist wear and
fatigue, to assist or destroy effective lubrication, to increase 
or decrease friction and/or abrasion with cooperating parts,
and to resist corrosion. As these characteristics become critical
under certain operating conditions, the surface finish can 
dictate the performance, integrity and service life of the 
component. 

The role of mass finishing processes (barrel, vibratory and
centrifugal finishing) as a method for removal of burrs, devel-
oping edge contour and smoothing and polishing parts, has
been well established and documented for many years. These
processes have been used in a wide variety of part applications
to promote safer part handling (by attenuation of sharp part
edges) improve the fit and function of parts when assembled,
and produce smooth, even micro-finished surfaces to meet
either functional or aesthetic criteria or specifications. Processes
for developing specific edge and/or surface profile conditions
on parts in bulk are used in industries as diverse as the jewelry,
dental and medical implant industries on up through the
automotive and aerospace industries. Less well known and
less clearly understood is the role specialized variants of these
types of processes can play in extending the service life and
performance of critical support components or tools in
demanding manufacturing or operational applications.

Industry has always been looking to improve surface 
condition to enhance part performance, and this technology
has become much better understood in recent years.
Processes are routinely utilized to specifically improve life of
parts and tools subject to failure from fatigue and to improve
their performance. These improvements are mainly achieved
by enhancing part surface texture in a number of different,
and sometimes complimentary, ways.  

To understand how micro-surface topography improvement
can impact part performance, some understanding is required
of how part surfaces developed from common machining,
grinding and other methods can negatively influence part
function over time. The following factors are involved.

Figure 4. Edge and surface condition can produce dramatic improvements
in performance and service life as this comparison between manually
deburred and mechanically edge-contoured parts demonstrates. 
The Turbo-Finish method also develops compressive stress and stress 
equilibrium in large critical rotating components. Courtesy of 
Turbo-Finish Corporation

Figure 3. These profilometer graphs graphically illustrate in 2-D the 
difference between an as-cast positively skewed surface, and the same
typical surface processed with a sequence of high energy loose media
operations to produce an improved surface topology that that is potentially
very useful for mission critical components that require improved wear,
fracture or fatigue resistance.
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ISOTROPIC MASS FINISHING
Continued from page 8

have been adopted, put into service, and the parts involved
have developed a working track record, an unanticipated
development has taken place. Their parts are better—and not
just in the sense that they no longer have burrs, sharp edges
or that they have smoother surfaces. Depending on the 
application, they last longer in service, are less prone to metal
fatigue failure, exhibit better tribological properties (translation:
less friction and better wear resistance) and from a quality assur-
ance perspective, are much more predictably consistent and
uniform. The question that comes up is why do commonly
used mass media finishing techniques produce this effect?
There are several reasons. The methods typically are non-
selective in nature. Edge and surface features of the part are
processed identically and simultaneously. Additionally, they
consistently develop beneficial compressive stress equilibriums.

Figure 5. Centrifugal barrel
machines such as these can pro-
duce exceptional edge and surface
finishes in very short cycle times.
Accelerated process effects can be
developed because of the high
speed interaction between abrasive
media and part surfaces, and
because media interaction with
parts are characterized by high
pressure by virtue of the high cen-

trifugal forces developed in the processes. Smaller turbine blades can be
processed in the 5 x 8 inch compartments in the 12-liter capacity machine
shown to the right. Larger centrifugal machines such as the 220 liter or
330 liter capacity machine shown to the left can handle much larger parts
as the barrel compartments are as much as 42 inches in length. Larger
parts processed in this type of machinery can be processed one at a time
within the barrel compartment suspended within the media mass or be
fixtured. Barrel compartments can be divided into processing segments to
accommodate more than one part.

Figure 7.  The 3-D color characterization shown in the earlier graphic
in this series is based on a surface characterization of the “AS
GROUND” photo and microphotograph shown here. The graphics in
this set have been arranged for ease of comparison in terms of differen-
tiating surface characteristics produced by various manufacturing
methods. The lower left item of each set illustrates the type of surface
developed from mass finishing methods (in this case centrifugal barrel
finishing [CBF]) contrasted with grinding or machining methods.
Clearly evident in the SEM (scanning electron microscope) micropho-
tographs is the fact the centrifugal barrel process has been able to 
create a surface that has been plateaued (surface peaks and asperities
have been leveled for much higher bearing load capabilities and
reduced crack propagation) and is isotropic in nature (a non-directional
surface pattern). These desirable surface characteristics have been
developed concurrently with a highly advantageous stress equilibrium
effect in a single process. Photos courtesy of Jack Clark, Zygo
Corporation.

Figure 6. Increasingly sophisticated measurement methods are now utilized
to characterize surface textures so that a more accurate correlation
between surface texture and its possible effect on ultimate part perform-
ance and longevity can be drawn. Especially useful is the 3-D surface tex-
ture characterization, such as the one shown in the upper right hand
graphic of this grouping. Optical interferometry and computer enhanced
graphics make it possible to visualize potentially detrimental surface char-
acteristics in ways not previously possible. The graphics shown are surface
characterizations of a finely ground roller bearing. As the 3-D graphic
clearly shows this is a dysfunctional surface, from both a wear resistance
and a metal fatigue resistance perspective. In this case, both the predomi-
nant surface peaks and lack of isotropicity (random surface texture pattern)
are going to contribute to premature part failure and suboptimal perform-
ance. It should be understood that these types of surface characteristics are
not necessarily the result of mistakes or errors, almost all common types of
machining, grinding or fabrication methods produce surface characteris-
tics of this nature. When correctly implemented, mass finishing processes
are capable of correcting these inherent surface flaws by developing
plateaued isotropic surfaces while simultaneously developing beneficial
compressive stress and a stress equilibrium to the entire part. Graphic
courtesy of Jack Clark, Zygo Corporation.

These alterations in surface characteristics often improve part
performance, service life and functionality in ways not clearly
understood when the processes were adopted. In many appli-
cations, the uniformity and equilibrium of the edge and sur-
face effects obtained have produced quality and performance
advantages for critical parts that can far outweigh the sub-
stantial cost-reduction benefits that were the driving force
behind the initial process implementation.   

This assertion has been affirmed by both practical produc-
tion experience and validation by experiment in laboratory
settings. David Gane and his colleagues at Boeing have been
studying the effects of using a combination of fixtured-part
vibratory deburring and vibratory burnishing (referred to by
them as “Vibro-peening” or “Vibro-strengthening”) processes
to produce (1) sophisticated edge and surface finish values
and (2) beneficial compressive stress to enhance metal fatigue
resistance. In life cycle fatigue testing on titanium test coupons,
it was determined that the vibro-deburring/burnishing

Continued on page 12
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ISOTROPIC MASS FINISHING
Continued from page 10

method produced metal fatigue resistance that was compara-
ble to high intensity peening that measured 17A with Almen
strip measurements. The striking difference between the two
methods however, is that the vibratory burnishing method
produced the effect while retaining an overall surface rough-
ness average of 1 Ìm (Ra), while surface finish values on the
test coupon that had been processed with the 17A high
intensity peening had climbed to values between 5-7 Ìm (Ra).
The conclusion the authors reached in the study was that the
practicality and economic feasibility of the vibro-deburring and
burnishing method increased with part size and complexity.

Dr. Michael Massarsky of the Turbo-Finish Corporation
was able to supply comparative measurements on parts
processed by his method for edge and surface finish improve-
ment. Utilizing this spindle oriented deburr and finish method
it is possible to produce compressive stresses in the MPa = 300
- 600 range that formed to a surface layer of metal to a depth
of 20 - 40 µm. Spin pit tests on turbine disk components
processed with the method showed an improved cycle life of
13090 ± 450 cycles when compared to the test results for
conventionally hand deburred disks of 5685 ± 335 cycles, a
potential service life increase of 2 – 2.25 times, while reducing
the dispersion range of cycles at which actual failure
occurred. Vibratory tests on steel test coupons were also 
performed to determine improvements in metal fatigue resist-
ance. The plate specimens were tested with vibratory ampli-
tude of 0.52 mm, and load stress of 90 MPa. The destruction
of specimens that had surface finishes developed by the
Turbo-Finish method took place after:

(3 - 3.75)*104 cycles
a significant improvement over tests performed on conven-
tionally ground plates that started to fail after: 

(1.1 - 1.5)*104 cycles.

SUMMARY:
Mass media finishing techniques (barrel, vibratory, centrifugal
and spindle finish) can be used to improve part performance
and service life, and these processes can be tailored or modi-
fied to amplify this effect. Although the ability of these
processes to drive down deburring and surface finishing costs
when compared to manual procedures is well known and
documented, their ability to dramatically effect part perform-
ance and service life are not. This facet of edge and surface
finish processing needs to be better understood and deserves
closer study and documentation. Industry and public needs
would be well served by consortium of partners at the industry,
university and governmental agency levels capable of
researching all aspects of surface texture and surface condi-
tioning related to part functionality, performance and service
life. At the time of this writing, possible FAA intervention bring-
ing the use of manual deburring techniques on commercial
aircraft engine components under closer control are apparently
being considered.
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[Consortium on Deburring and Edge Finishing], University of California at
Berkeley, June 2004
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KSA Develops New 
Automated Peen Forming
for Wing Skins by Axel Friese, KSA

Founded as a spin-off of the Institute of Metal Forming (IBF) 
at Aachen Technical University in December 1993, KSA
(Kugelstrahlzentrum Aachen) is a German limited company
which specialises in Automated Peen Forming (APF) solutions
and robot-aided process automation for the aeronautic and
aerospace industries. Most of the company’s key personnel,
including its CEO Dr. Frank Wüstefeld, came to the company
from IBF, bringing with them invaluable knowledge of the 
latest research on shot peening and of new technological
developments in the industry. The company’s mission is to
support customers worldwide in implementing automated
shot peening processes. It has consciously adopted an “open”
transparent business policy, providing customers with process
documentation and unlimited access to all relevant peening
and quality control data.

Ariane 5: KSA’s ‘launch’ customer

APF launched as a contract peening service for Ariane 5
KSA has rapidly made a name for itself in the shot peening
industry through its development and application of CNC-
controlled software for peen forming. After a development
and certification phase, the company achieved its commercial
breakthrough in 1999/2000 when MT Aerospace AG placed
substantial orders for tank segments for the European space

launcher Ariane 5. In 2001, KSA started operating its own
machine for robot-aided peen forming at its site in Aachen. 
A second facility is a 7-axis, CNC-controlled machine located
at the nearby university institute. The company has already
peen formed more than 2000 aerospace panels on a 
contract basis in Aachen, notably for the Ariane space
launcher and for Airbus aircraft.

APF of Ariane 5 tank segments, performed as a contract peening
service

Implementing APF at Airbus site
A further breakthrough occurred when Airbus Germany
needed final peen forming to be carried out to its new laser-
welded fuselage panels for the A 380 and approached KSA
as a potential partner in 2001. The peen forming process
needed to be flexible enough to accommodate design
changes and also had to be applicable to a wide range of
panel sizes. Above all, it had to be automated and integrated
directly into production in a 3-shift operation at the Airbus
plant. After successfully completing a 9-month joint testing
programme, KSA peen formed more than 100 qualification
parts and serial shells in Aachen. At the same time, a large-
scale peening machine was developed and built by a sub-
contracted machine manufacturer. The machine was then
installed at the Airbus plant in Nordenham, Germany in
November 2003 and programmed by KSA to peen form 
8 different types of fuselage shell. APF has proven to be such
a reliable and efficient process that it has already been extended
to other aircraft models such as the Airbus A 318, A 340 and
the new A 350.

The implementation of APF at Airbus can be seen as a
first benchmark for shot peen forming as a state-of-the-art
industrial process, i.e. an entirely automated process which is
fully integrated into the production chain, thus contributing
effectively to the reduction of throughput times and to lower
costs. KSA continues to work closely with Airbus and is

Continued in page 16
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Premier ShotPremier Shot
A cut above

The advantages of Premier Cut Wire ShotThe advantages of Premier Cut Wire Shot
l Highest Durability - Due to its wrought internal structure with almost no internal defects 

(cracks, porosity, shrinkage, etc.) the durability of Premier Cut Wire Shot can be many
times that of other commonly used peening media.

l Improved Consistency - Highest consistency from particle to particle in size, shape,      
hardness and density compared to commonly used metallic media.

l Highest Resistance to Fracture - Cut Wire Shot media tends to wear down and become 
smaller in size rather than fracture into sharp-edge broken particles which may cause
damage to the surface of the part being peened.

l Lower Dust Generation - Highest durability equals lowest dust levels.

l Lower Surface Contamination - Cut Wire Shot doesn’t have an Iron Oxide coating or leave 
Iron Oxide residue - parts are cleaner and brighter.

l Improved Part Life - Parts exhibit higher and more consistent life than those peened with 
equivalent size and hardness cast steel shot.

l Substantial Cost Savings - The increase in useful life of Premier Cut Wire Shot results in 
savings in media consumption and reclamation, dust removal and containment,        
surface contamination and equipment maintenance.

(216)651-6758
www.premiershot.com

The advantages of the Premier Shot CompanyThe advantages of the Premier Shot Company
Premier Shot is proudly produced in the United States. It is

manufactured to meet today’s high quality shot peening standards
and is used in automotive and aerospace applications worldwide.

Premier Shot Company: 1203 West 65th Street • Cleveland, Ohio 44102 

Special ConditioningNormal ConditioningAs-cut
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KSA DEVELOPS NEW APF FOR WING SKINS
Continued from page 14

responsible for full APF support, including process develop
ment, system integration and service, program transfer, 
back-up capacities and so forth.

Co-operation with AeroSphere Inc. on APF4WINGS
With experience and know-how of this kind at its disposal, it
was only logical that KSA should look for further applications
of automated peen forming. A first contact between Frank
Wüstefeld and the management staff of the Canadian 
company AeroSphere Inc. revealed a similar mindset with
regard to the desirability of using automated peen forming
for wing skins. 

The AeroSphere Inc. team has many years of experience
in the manual forming and fabrication of wing skins for cor-
porate jets and regional aircrafts. They have participated in
the development of over 15 different wing projects in collabo-
ration with various aircraft OEMs. Their mission is to improve
peen forming technology and to achieve higher repeatability
and control standards. After an analysis of the technology
available around the world, they concluded that KSA was the
best company for a partnership. Not only was it already peen
forming components with an excellent repeatability rate, it
also had next-generation technology and a highly-qualified
staff at its disposal, making it an ideal partner for developing
new peen forming technology and extending it to aircraft
wing forming. KSA and AeroSphere have now developed a
detailed APF program based on AeroSphere’s wing forming
expertise and KSA’s references for shot peening process 
control and automation (APF4WINGS).

“Now we are in a position to transfer
our standard-setting APF to wing skin
forming. Both aircraft OEMs and wing
suppliers will profit from this situation,”
said Frank Wüstefeld. 

AeroSphere believes that the manual
peen forming process entails costly 
training and often results in serious
health problems for the operators.
According to AeroSphere, manual peen
forming can, will and must be replaced—
APF is the solution and an excellent
value proposition to meet future aircraft
design and fabrication standards.

First test programme on wing skin specimen 
As of October 2006, the companies will work closely together
on testing and perfecting the APF wing programme. This will
initially take place in Aachen, where the process will be
applied to small-scale wing skin specimen for corporate jets.
Apart from the obvious advantages of APF4WINGS over 
manual peening such as control, efficiency, repeatability and
reduced man-power dependency, the process will benefit
from the latest shape-monitoring techniques and the possibility
of using bigger shot of up to 10 mm / 0.39 inches. Bigger
shot leads to improved surface conditions and reduces the
need for sanding and surface finishing. 

Following the first test phase, the intention is to use the
knowledge and insight gained to apply APF to larger wing
skins. As with the successful peen forming of fuselage panels
on site for Airbus, it should be possible at a later date to 
integrate APF4WINGS directly into the production chain as 
a turn-key solution.

KSA has already worked very successfully with other part-
ners to develop new peening. It has just completed a two-
year trial phase at Rolls-Royce Germany to test its patented
ISIC ® - System (ISIC ® = Integral Shot Intensity Control) for
measuring shot velocity and distribution. By calibrating these
values against Almen intensity, the system yields a computer-
controlled measurement of shot intensity. The results of the
two-year test period have been so convincing that Rolls-Royce
Germany has now decided to integrate the ISIC ® - System
directly into its production process. KSA is extremely pleased
about the successful development of this innovative technology,
which is, incidentally, crucial for the inter-machine transferability
of APF processes. The company is very optimistic that the
exciting APF4WINGS proposition will be just as rewarding for
the aircraft wing industry. 

KSA is certified in accordance with the latest DIN EN ISO
9001 – 2000 and DIN EN 9100 for “Controlled Shot Peening”
and “Automation Solutions”. It also holds several patents related
to process control and automated peen forming (APF).

For further information, please, contact: 
Axel F.E. Friese
KSA Kugelstrahlzentrum Aachen GmbH
Weststraße 22-24
D-52074 Aachen
Tel: ++49 / 241 / 87 97 95-7
axel.friese@ksa.de.com
www.ksa.de.com

Airbus A 380, reference for APF implementation at customer site

APF4WINGS – KSA’s proposition for future wing skin forming



World’s Finest
Almen Gage

1-574-256-5001 or 1-800-832-5653
www.electronics-inc.com

• In compliance with
AMS-S-13165 and
other industry-approved
specifications that require
use of precision steel balls
for support

• Patented magnetic grip
and end stops
(U.S. Patent No. 5,297,418)

• An easy-to-read display 

• .0001'' (.001 mm) resolution 

• SPC data port

• Convenient battery
replacement

• Calibration blocks are
available individually or as a
kit (U.S. Patent No. 5,780,714)

• One-year warranty and
continued product support The World’s Finest

Almen Gage meets:
• SAE J442
• AMS-S-13165
• AMS 2430
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The Customer’s Problem
A manufacturer of aircraft propellers was shot peening the shank, the portion of a
propeller blade that mounts to the hub. The hub is the center section of the
propeller, which carries the blades and is attached to the engine shaft. They
shot peen the shank to maximize its fatigue life. It goes without saying that the
propellers perform a function critical to the operation of the aircraft. Therefore,
shot peening specifications must be followed precisely. 

The company’s production included three different sizes of propeller blade
sets ranging in size from three feet to four feet in length. The aircraft manufac-
turer’s specification called for shot peening to a specified intensity on the Almen-
A strip. The propeller maker shot peened one size propeller at a time.

They were using an old cabinet, which had one oscillator and two blast guns,
and their procedure called for a unique set-up for each size. That meant they
needed to readjust the blast guns each time they changed from one propeller
set to another. Setting the guns for each propeller set was critical as the customer
had to be especially concerned about maintaining peening intensity. The old
cabinet had no media flow control, necessitating painstaking attention to detail
and testing for each set up. A shank that fails has catastrophic consequences.

The customer reported an estimated 400 hours per year on indirect labor
changing from one set up to another.

The ZERO Solution
The ZERO automated solution was a special four feet by four feet by eight feet
tall cabinet fabricated of 3/8-inch plate steel and rubber lined to withstand the
barrage of steel shot. The cabinet has double opening doors in front for easy
access to the cabinet interior for placing the parts on and removing them from
the fixture.  

The ZERO cabinet, sized to suit the range of parts, and painted a customer-
specified color, incorporates special time-saving features. What differentiate this
machine from its predecessor are its six guns, and simple but sophisticated con-
trols. The cabinet has two oscillators and a total of six guns. Only two guns
operate at a time; each set of two is appropriately positioned for a particular
propeller set. So, simply by turning on each set of two guns and turning off the
others, the set up is complete. Making this possible is at the heart of the new
system, its PLC controls. They control the air to the guns, the media on-off from
the shot gates that open and close to feed media to the guns, the oscillator
speed, as well as the recovery equipment. And because the manufacturer’s
specification called for the steel shot to be gravity fed to the blast guns, the
ZERO cabinet incorporates this out-of-the-ordinary feature. Since the PLC 
controls the set up for each of the three propeller sets, the changeover requires
no other adjustment.

This cabinet not only saves the company 400 labor hours per year, but also
eliminates the need for them to process larger-than-needed batches of product
to reduce the labor cost associated with the changeover.

Operation of the ZERO cabinet is simple. For each propeller size, the appro-
priate fixture is put in place and the PLC is set to turn on and off the guns for
the appropriate blast cycle for the particular size propeller blade. Controls also
include a limit switch that controls the length of the oscillator stroke. The oscilla-
tor movement slows for the shot peening and has a rapid-traverse mechanism
to return to the home position to minimize processing times. The cabinet also
includes MagnaValve shot flow controllers, a vibratory classifier, and a level 
sensor with indicators for low-media and full conditions. These indicators 
prevent the system from running out of media and from overfilling the hopper.

Media recovery is handled with a screw conveyor and a bucket elevator 
to carry the shot to the top of the vibratory separator. From there the shot 
cascades through a two-screen vibratory classifier. And from there another bucket
elevator refills the hopper, mounted above the cabinet for gravity feeding of the
guns.

The vibratory classifier is especially critical to maintaining the proper operat-
ing mix to keeping the peening intensity within spec. The customer supplied
their own dust collector. This new cabinet system significantly reduces indirect
labor costs for the company and is easier to operate. Testing is minimized; now
at prescribed intervals, the operator sends an Almen block through the cabinet
and logs the results. With the cabinet’s sophisticated controls, peening intensities
are easier to maintain resulting in a more efficient and productive operation. l
©2006 Clemco Industries Corp.

Got a question about shot peening,
abrasive blasting, or sample process-
ing? Clemco can help. Call Herb
Tobben at 1-636-239-8172 or submit
your request at online at www.clem-
coindustries.com in the Contact Us
section. Herb Tobben is Sample
Processing Manager for the ZERO

Automation product line at Clemco Industries Corp.  
He is a regular speaker at the Electronics Inc Shot
Peening Workshop. 

Shot Peening Solutions Save
Prop Maker Money by Herb Tobben

The customer processes various sizes of parts with
unique fixtures and masking for each set up.

A flexible cabinet system—a PLC controls many
functions, including the on-off cycle of the gravity-
feed guns, the oscillator speed, and the media
recovery.
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Singapore
March 13, 14
Orchard Hotel Singapore

Canada
Montreal, Canada / May 1, 2
InterContinental Hotel

United States
Tempe, Arizona / October 23, 24, 25
Fiesta Inn Resort

These intensive workshops will cover:
n the proper shot peening procedures as required by applicable specifications

n the products (air and wheel machines, nozzles, media, job shop services and
more) that best meet your company’s needs

n how to control the process through media, intensity, coverage and equipment

n how to plot a saturation curve to determine intensity

n how to establish proper machine parameters to ensure correct stress profiles
and fatigue life

n proper paperwork processes and recordkeeping

n how to pass an audit

n how to spot a machine malfunction

n machine maintenance 

n the newest products and processes from around the world

n and much, much more

Group discounts are available - see registration forms in this magazine.
For more information, call 1-800-832-5653 or go to
www.electronics-inc.com

2007 Workshops

Mastering 
Shot Peening 
& Blast Cleaning

Have a blast 
while you learn how to    
control your shot peening 
and blast cleaning processes.
Since 1990, Electronics Inc. has
conducted workshops in the
United States, Asia and Europe 
for people like you—people 
that want intensive training in
one of the most enjoyable and
productive formats available.
Call or visit our web site for
more information.

1-800-832-5653
www.electronics-inc.com
Our courses are recognized by the
FAA. If you are a FAA mechanic,
call to learn how you can receive
credit for taking our workshop.

56790 Magnetic Drive,
Mishawaka, Indiana 46545 USA
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Engineered Abrasives
Manufacturers of the Finest Blast Finishing and Shot Peening Systems

Patented 72'' Index Unit with Shot Flow Controls,
Sweco, Bucket Elevator, 12 Nozzles and 16
Spindles. Designed for automotive high-volume.

48'' Manual Shot Peen Index Unit, 4 Nozzles,
MagnaValves, Sweco with low profile design and

Bucket Elevator. All tooling fixtures 
and gun rods A-2.

All fixtures 
A-2 tool steel 
62-64 Rockwell.

Engineered Abrasives
index units are the most
durable machines on the
market today with all our 
special features.

QS-9000 
Certified Job Services

Ford Q-1
ISO 14001

QS-9000 Certified Job Services
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11631 S. Austin Avenue • Alsip, Illinois 60803 USA
Telephone: (708)389-9700 or (773)468-0440  Fax: (708)389-4149   E-mail: mwern@engineeredabrasives.com

Since its inception in 1935, Engineered Abrasives has honored countless requests to
design and fabricate abrasive systems and equipment that will keep pace with the
latest technology.

We can analyze and accommodate any situation to meet your production require-
ments. All design and fabrication is performed at Engineered Abrasives headquarters
in Alsip, Illinois. Visitors are welcome at our plant; we invite you to see our equipment in 
operation. Call or write today for more information, or visit our web site at 
www.engineeredabrasives.com.

9 Axis CNC Shot Peen System
5 Axis on Gear
2 Axis on Rotating Lance
2 Axis on Turntables

Special 48'' Index Unit, 
4 Nozzles, MagnaValves, 

Cambot Pick and Place
Unit for automatic 

loading, Safety Fence,
Material Handling,

Bucket Elevator.
All tooling fixtures and

gun rods A-2. 
The finest made 

high-volume index unit
for gears today. 

(price and durability)

QS-9000 
Certified Job Services

Ford Q-1
ISO 14001



arbitrary shape. Friction and energy losses further complicate the
picture. Millions of particles are involved during spiral gravity
separation. The analysis presented here does, however, allow
quantitative assessments to be made of the classification process.

GRAVITATIONAL ACCELERATION DOWN A FLAT  SLOPE
Spherical and near-spherical shot particles will roll down a steep
slope at an increasing velocity under the action of gravity.
Particles that can be classed as being unacceptable will tumble
down a slope and can achieve a substantial forward velocity.

(a) Rolling
Fig.2 is an illustration of a sphere which generates increasing for-
ward and rotational velocities as it rolls down a steep slope whose
angle is α. The acceleration, a, is related to gravitational accelera-
tion, g, by the relationship that:

a = S.g.sinαα (1) 
where S is the shape factor for the rolling body, having a
value of 5/7 for a perfect sphere and having lower values for
any other shape.

2/7 corresponds to the fraction required to generate rotational energy.

The particle’s forward velocity, v, increases with the distance
travelled, s, under constant acceleration. For a particle starting at
rest the governing equation is that:

v2 = 2.a.s (2)
Substituting the value of a from equation (1) into (2) yields the
important equation:

v2 = 2.S.g.sinαα.s   (3)
The time, t, that a sphere takes to roll a given distance is given by:

t = 2s/v  (4)

(b) Tumbling
Tumbling motion depends on the precise shape of the particle, slope
angle and on interaction with other particles. Stationary particles
on a slope will be struck by another descending particles causing
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Principles of Spiral Gravity
Classification by David Kirk

INTRODUCTION
Gravity separation of shot particles is of fundamental importance
for peening. From a commercial viewpoint it is the basis of several
methods for separating acceptable from unacceptable shot shapes
i.e. classification. The commonest such method is probably spiral
gravity separation. This method has a long and successful history
and is used in a number of industries on a variety of particle types.

In use, shot particles can either fracture or wear. Fracture is
the primary cause of a particle adopting an unacceptable shape.
Wear, on the other hand, tends to improve the shape of particles –
conditioning of cut steel wire being a classic example. The pri-
mary objective, therefore, is to separate broken particles from
unbroken particles.

The fundamental principles of spiral gravity separation are
analyzed in this paper. Fig.1 illustrates the essence of the situation.
A sphere placed on a downward slope gains a rolling forward
velocity. The downward slope is also inclined towards the central
axis so that an inward force, FINWARD, acts on the rolling particle. 

This gravitational force increases with the slope angle, β. An
opposing outward centrifugal force, FOUTWARD, acts on the sphere.
The centrifugal force increases with the square of the forward
rolling velocity. If the outward force is greater than the inward
force then the sphere will move outwards on the path shown. The
dotted line indicates a constant track of radius R which would be
followed if the two forces remained equal to one another.

This article analyses the geometrical and physical features of
spiral gravity separation. Several simplifying assumptions are used
in order to keep the applied mathematics at a digestible level. The
motion of even a single particle pulled by gravity down a spiral
slope is difficult to analyze, especially if the particle can have an

Dr. David Kirk, our “Shot Peening Academic”,
is a regular contributor to The Shot Peener.
Since his retirement, Dr. Kirk has been an
Honorary Research Fellow at Coventry
University, U.K. and is now a member of 
their Faculty of Engineering and Computing.
We greatly appreciate his contribution to our
publication.

Fig.1 Section of spiral gravity separator 
showing major force elements.

Fig.2 Sphere generating forward and rotational velocities.
Continued on page 26
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them to make further progression. All this makes the dynamics of
the motion fiendishly complicated. Simple experiments can, how-
ever, determine the important characteristic features of tumbling
motion. Consider, for example, a wooden plank inclined at pre-
determined angles (by leaning against a wall) together with a mis-
cellaneous collection of irregular shapes. With the plank inclined
at an angle of 45˚ every shape tumbles down the slope with
increasing velocity. At an inclination of 20˚ none of the irregular
shapes will move at all. For each shape there is a critical angle
(“Angle of Repose”) above which tumbling will be initiated. A
slightly more complicated experiment involves a hard plastic sheet
supported along one edge. The weight and flexibility of the thin
sheet yields a slope of decreasing angle – as shown in fig.3.

An irregularly-shaped particle placed at position 1 will always
tumble down the slope, but will slow down at low angles and
come to rest at some position such as 3. Position 3 increases with
increase in the size of the irregular particle – for a given shape.
This effect is equivalent to the well-known general observation
that ‘larger rocks fall further than smaller rocks’. When initially
placed at position 2, however, the particle remains stationary – the
corresponding angle generally being called the “angle of repose”. 

GEOMETRY OF SPIRAL SEPARATORS
Fig.4 illustrates the magnitude of the problem that has to be
addressed when considering the geometry of industrial spiral grav-
ity separators. The characteristic features are a steep downward
slope where the helix is attached to a central vertical column and a
much shallower slope at the edge of the helix. For the separator
shown, there are five concentric ‘left-handed’ helix slopes which
are fed with shot independently.

One effective way of gaining a quantitative insight into spiral
separator geometry is to consider the construction of a simple
model separator. All that is needed is a cardboard disc, with a
hole, glue and a vertical tube. Fig.5 shows the required shape 
of the disc.
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PRINCIPLES OF SPIRAL GRAVITY CLASSIFICATION
Continued from page 24

Continued on page 28

Fig.3 Irregular shape at various positions on a 
slope of decreasing angle.

Fig.4 Photograph showing steep inner and shallow outer 
slopes of a spiral gravity separator.

Fig.5 Disc element of 
simple spiral separator with
cut to be made along AB.

Having made the cut along AB if we lift up the right-hand
edge relative to the left-hand edge we have generated a ‘right-
handed’ helix. The term ‘right-handed’ comes from the similarity
with a screw that progresses inwards if turned clockwise by a
right-handed person. Conversely lifting up the left-hand edge gen-
erates a ‘left-handed’ helix. As we continue to displace the edges
the inner diameter, D1, decreases until it grips a vertical tube of
diameter D along a helical path, see fig.6. The cardboard helix can
then be glued in position to complete the model.

Quantification of the parameters involved in spiral separator
geometry only requires the application of basic mathematics. The
helical path, P-H, shown in fig.6 is the hypotenuse of a right-
angled triangle, see fig.7. AB2 = AC2 + BC2. If the required slope
angle α is to be 45˚ then the pitch has to be equal to the cylinder
circumference i.e. AC = BC, so that AB = AC√2. Now the helical
path length is the circumference of the hole shown in fig.5. Hence,
for a 45˚ inner slope (see fig.4, blue angle), D1 is given by D√2
where D is the diameter of the supporting cylinder shown in fig.6. 
The circumference BC = π.D so that the pitch is then also π.D and
the helical path length is π. D√2.

Fig.6 Left-handed helix
formed around a cylinder of
diameter, D.

Fig.7 Helical path as
the hypotenuse of 
triangle formed by
required pitch and
cylinder circumference.
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Custom Build Shot Peening & Blast Machinery

IPS…
Innovative Peening Systems

…because your part is the
most important part

Innovative Peening Systems
2150 Boggs Road, Suite 400
Duluth, Georgia 30096

Telephone: (770)497-9552
Fax: (770)497-0393
Web: www.innovativepeening.com
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Also available:
• Job shop services
• Rebuild and rental programs Dual media 14 nozzle shot peen system



The outer edge of the sheet forms another helix with the
much longer path length of π.Do (see fig.5). This helix has a slope
that depends on the magnitude of Do and the pitch. As an example
if the cylinder diameter is 100mm, the formed spiral diameter is
500mm and a 45˚ inner slope is involved then the downward slope
of the outer edge would be 11.3˚ (see fig.4, yellow angle). The
formed spiral would also slope inwards towards the supporting
cylinder. This is the important angle β of fig.1 and is given by:

tanββ =   2(D2-D1) (5)

where D1 is the cylinder diameter and D2 is the formed helix
diameter.

For the previous example of D1 = 100mm and D2 = 500mm
then β = 21.4˚.

Commercial separators usually have an added geometrical
feature – a steady increase in the radius, r, of the formed helix –
without affecting the steep downward slope adjacent to the sup-
porting cylinder. The shape of the blanked-out sheet elements is
then as shown in fig.8.

INWARD AND OUTWARD FORCES ON ROLLING SHOT
PARTICLES
(a) Inward force
The inward force on a downward rolling shot particle is constant
for a given inward slope angle,β. This force is called a “centripetal
force” (because it acts inwards). Since force is equal to mass mul-
tiplied by acceleration we have that the centripetal force, CP, is
given by:

CP = mass.g.sinββ (6)

A steep inward angle, β is maintained for the first revolution of
the helix spiral (see fig.4) in order to constrain the downward path
of all shot particles to be around the centre cylinder. Thereafter the
outer diameter of the spiral D2 increases which decreases the value
of β.

(b) Outward force
As rolling particles progress in a circular path around the central
cylinder (as well as progressing downwards) they become subject
to an outward centrifugal force, CF. The corresponding outward
acceleration is equal to v

2
/r, where v is the particle’s forward

velocity and r is the radius of the circular path. Rolling particles
increase their velocity as they travel down the helix becoming sub-
ject to a rapidly increasing outwards force since:

CF = mass. v
2
/r (7)

(c) Net outward acceleration of rolling shot particles

Fig.9 indicates the opposing forces acting relative to a steep
helix surface. The net force determines whether the particle will
move outwards or whether it will move inwards. CF acts perpendi-
cular to the cylinder axis so that it has to be resolved along the
surface in order to directly oppose CP. The net force on the particle
is therefore CF.cosββ - CP. For large values of β the net force 
tends to be inwards.

The particle mass is the same for both forces. Hence, using equa-
tions (6) and (7), the net acceleration, anet, becomes:

anet = cosββ.v
2
/r – g.sinββ (8)

The effect of net radial acceleration on a descending, rolling,
shot particle is illustrated in fig.10.

A particle on ‘section 1’ is subject to a large inward accelera-
tion (shown as a red vector arrow) so that it is pressing against the
support cylinder. As the particle generates downward velocity the
consequential centrifugal force reduces the inward acceleration
component so that when it reaches section 4 there is zero radial
acceleration. Thereafter the net acceleration is outwards so that the
particle moves further and further away from the support cylinder.
At section 7 it has moved over the edge and is collected separately
(from ‘reject’ particles).

TUMBLING REJECT PARTICLES
Particles that are destined to be rejected also generate substantial
downward velocity. This, in turn, induces a centrifugal force. The
crucial difference is that the downward acceleration is rapidly
reduced to zero – because outward radial movement reduces the
downward slope for the particle. As a consequence, irregular parti-
cles do not generate sufficient velocity, and therefore net radial
acceleration, to move them outwards and over the edge of a helix.
Hence, these ‘ reject’ particles can be collected separately at the
bottom of each helical slope.

As noted previously, large irregular particles tumble faster
than small irregular particles. This characteristic is accommodated
in commercial separators by using larger diameter helixes for larg-
er grades of shot. With larger diameters the average ‘β angle’ is
reduced and radial travel distances increased, providing greater
obstacles for outward-moving, larger, irregular particles.
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PRINCIPLES OF SPIRAL GRAVITY CLASSIFICATION
Continued from page 26

Fig.9 Radial forces acting on descending spherical particle.

Continued on page 30

ππ.D1

Fig.8 Variable radius, r, of helix element.

Fig.10 Schematic ‘tree’
of helix sections showing 
outward movement of a
descending spherical shot
particle.
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EQUIPOS DE ABRASION, S.A. DE C.V.

Av. De las Granjas No. 61 Desp. 3, Col. Jardín Azpeítia,
Azcapotzalco 02530 México, D.F.,

Tel. 011-5255-5355-0947, Fax 011-5255-5355-6391
E-mail: lavameta@prodigy.net.mx

Machine Maintenance,
Rebuild and Upgrade Services

Shot Peening Accessories Spare Parts for 
Blast Equipment

D I S T R I B U T O R I N M E X I C O
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PRINCIPLES OF SPIRAL GRAVITY CLASSIFICATION
Continued from page 28

INPUT AND OUTPUTS
Controlled input of shot at the top of a spiral classifier is essential
for its effective operation. Each spiral can only accept a very low
rate of shot input. Fig.11 indicates one commercial solution to this
problem. Shot is fed via a simple gate valve onto a cone which
distributes the flow to five separate spirals. Alternative solutions
are to employ a Magnavalve®, rather than a gate valve, to accurately
control the shot flow or to use a vibrating inclined feed spout.

Fig.11 Cone distribution of shot to five separate spirals.

The output from the spiral separator consists of separate streams of
acceptable and rejected shot particles. Fig.12 shows an example of
output separation for a commercial unit.

Fig.12 Segregation of acceptable and rejected shot fractions.

FREE Almen Saturation
Curve Solver Program

Get the program developed by Dr. David Kirk

Request the program at: 
http://www.shotpeener.com/learning/solver.htm

Over 483 copies have
been downloaded!
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The
Shot

Peener
Buyer’s

G
uide

Introducing:
www.shotpeener.com/buyersguide
Go to www.shotpeener.com/buyersguide and you can research and contact suppliers of
the finest products and services in the surface finishing industry. 

Category Sections in www.shotpeener.com/buyersguide
EQUIPMENT
110 Equipment, Almen Gages Holders Strips
120 Equipment, Dust Collectors
130 Equipment, Elevators, Conveyers Hoppers
141 Equipment, Media Classifiers, Sieves Particle Analyzers
142 Equipment, Media Classifiers. Magnetic Separators 
143 Equipment, Media Classifiers. Screen Separators
144 Equipment, Media Classifiers,Spirolators
150 Equipment, Pressure Pots
160 Equipment, Media Valves, Flow Sensors
165 Equipment, Metering Valves
170 Equipment, Parts Handling Robotic Manipulators

MACHINES
211 Machines, Air Peening
213 Machines, Water Peening
214 Machines, Wheel Peening
215 Machines, Wheel! Blasting. Portable
216 Machines, Air Blasting Portable
217 Blast Rooms
218 Machines/Machines, Misc., Ultrasonic
219 Machines, Misc. Vibratory
220 Machines, Co2 Blasting Machines
230 Machines, Cryogenic Blasting
231 Machines, Cryogenic Tumbling
233 Machines, Wet Blasting

MEDIA
310 Media, Aluminosilicate, Glass 
311 Media, Cast, Aluminum Oxide
312 Media, Cast, Steel, Carbon Shot
313 Media, Cast, Steel, Stainless Shot
314 Media, Cast, Zinc Shot
315 Media, Cast, Steel, Ferrite Shot
316 Media, Cast lron (Chilled lron)
317 Media, Cast, Steel, Grit
318 Media, Cast Aluminum
320 Media, Ceramic
325 Media, Coal Slag
331 Media, Cut Wire, Aluminum
332 Media, Cut Wire, Steel, Carbon
333 Media, Cut Wire, Steel, Stainless

MEDIA con’t.
334 Media, Cut Wire, Zinc
335 Media, Cut Wire, Copper
336 Media, Cut Wire, Steel, Stainless Grit
340 Media, Glass Bead
343 Media, Crushed Glass
345 Media, Cut Wire, Nickel
350 Media, Balls, Steel
355 Media, Black Silicone Carbide
360 Media, Plastic
365 Media, Misc for Paint Stripping
370 Media/Media, Reclaim (Shot and Fines)
380 Media, CO2

PARTS
410 Parts, Masking tapes. molded forms etc.
420 Parts, Air Nozzles
425 Parts, Suction Guns
440 Parts, Wheel Parts, Blades, Liners, etc.
450 Parts, CO2 Blasting Accessories

SERVICES
510 Services, Computer Software and Programming
521 Services, Consultants, Machine Design
522 Services, Consultants. Tooling & Fixture Design
525 Services, Contract Job Shop Blast Cleaning
526 Services, Contract Job - Site Blast Cleaning
530 Services, Contract Job Shop Shot Peening
531 Services, Contract Job Shop Aircraft Paint

Stripping
532 Services, Contract Job Shop Aircraft Painting
533 Services, Contract Job Shop Peen Forming
534 Services, Cryogenic Deflashing
535 Laser Peening
536 Services, Contract Job - Site Shot Peening
537 Services, Shot Peening Process Consultants
550 Services, Machine Rebuild, Refurbish, Upgrade
560 Services, Machine Repair, Field Service
570 Services, Testing Labs, Fatigue L-Life Testing
572 Services, 1-Testing Labs, X-Ray Analysis
580 Services, On-Site Training Audits, Consulting
585 Service, Heat Treating

IInntteerreesstteedd iinn aa FFRREEEE lliissttiinngg iinn tthhee SShhoott PPeeeenneerr BBuuyyeerr’’ss GGuuiiddee??

CCaallll TThhee SShhoott PPeeeenneerr aatt 11--880000--883322--55665533 oorr 11--557744--225566--55000011 oorr rreeggiisstteerr oonnlliinnee
aatt wwwwww..sshhoottppeeeenneerr..ccoomm//bbuuyyeerrssgguuiiddee
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An asphalt oval. 500 miles of left-hand turns. The tachometer hitting the redline. Split-second

lane changes. What does it take to win races? These days the answer is technology.

Whether you’re a one-person machine shop, a tier supplier, OEM, or large race team,

SME Motorsports Indianapolis delivers the manufacturing technologies that 

help you compete…and win! 

• Meet industry-leading exhibitors • Hear expert speakers 

• Attend hands-on sessions • Find new business opportunities

Visit www.sme.org/motorsports Or call (800) 733-4763

ONE EVENT MEANS 
Checkered-Flag Performance!

Conference & Exposition

Technology That Wins Races

January 25-27, 2007 
Indiana Convention Center

Indianapolis, Indiana

Sponsored by: Event Supporters:

INTERESTED IN EXHIBITING?
Contact SME at
(800) 733-3976

E-mail:  exposales@sme.org

1351 06ME Motorsports ad-cv.qxp  7/20/2006  10:04 AM  Page 1
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Shot & Grit Stainless Shot

AMASTEEL
FROM ERVIN INDUSTRIES

(800) 748-0055

AMACAST
FROM ERVIN INDUSTRIES

(800) 748-0055

T H E B E S T Q U A L I T Y I N T H E I N D U S T R Y

Wide Path Peening
FanBlast™ nozzles reduce media consumption, cut production time in half 

and eliminate hot spots common with conventional nozzles. The new
FanBlast™ FBN-6CTC nozzle has a tungsten carbide liner —  it’s capable

of handling metal shot for shot peening applications. The FBN-6CTC
nozzle has a 1.3 inch (33 mm) wide peening path.

Double your production speed with the     
FanBlast Nozzle!

Toll Free US and Canada:
800-370-1115, x200 or 707-429-2434, x200

Fax: 707 429 2424
1820 Walters Court, Fairfield, California 94533 USA

E-mail: fanblast@paulisystems.com
www.paulisystems.com

FanBlast peens with equal intensity
across the full width of its blast pattern,

compared to the 'hot' center that is
unavoidable with conventional nozzles.

Cut cost, time and labor with FanBlast™ Nozzles.

FanBlast nozzle pattern

Typical Venturi 
nozzle 
pattern
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Almen Test Strip Holders
EI manufactures test strip holders in 
two designs: threaded or non-threaded.

Coverage Products

Peenscan Pens  NEW!
These pens make the Peenscan process as easy as using a
magic marker. The Peenscan 220-2 pen should be used for
softer base metals, softer shot and lower peening intensities.
The 220-6 pen should be used for harder base metals, harder
shot and higher peening intensities. 

Fluoro-Finder III Shot Peen 
Liquid Tracer
Distributed exclusively by Electronics, Inc., Fluoro-Finder III
Shot Peen Liquid Tracer meets requirements of AMS-S-13165
and is approved by General Electric, Engine Division, GE Spec
D50T59 and Class A Rev S3. Fluoro-Finder III is available in
liquid form (with Methyl Ethyl Keytone) or powder form 
(customer must add Methyl Ethyl Keytone). Fluoro-Finder III is
manufactured by American Gas & Chemical Co. Ltd.
(Liquid form available only in the United States)

Raising the standard in shot peening

EI Shot Peening Products

1-574-256-5001 or 1-800-832-5653
56790 Magnetic Drive • Mishawaka, Indiana 46545 USA
www.electronics-inc.com

Roto Peen Products

3M™ Roto Peen Flap Assembly 
Uniform 330 shot size and a high strength resin bonding
system contribute to consistent peening with this captive
shot method. Flap assemblies provide portability and are
effective for precision application of the shot peen. Flaps
are available for mandrels 7212, 7211 and 7210.
Roto-flap on-site training also available. Contact us for more information.

Contact EI or the distributor nearest you for more information on our shot peening products.
Electronics Inc. also provides:

On-site training • Workshops conducted worldwide • Online research library at www.shotpeener.com 



EI Distributors
MagnaValves® • Almen Gages  

Almen Strips • Peening Products
Call the distributor nearest you for prompt and

knowledgeable service on world-class EI products.
AUSTRALIA
Blastmaster
3 Bruce Avenue
Marleston, South Australia 5033
Telephone: 61-8-8297-0444
Email: davet@eisa.net.au 

BRAZIL
Febratec Ind. Com. Ltda
Rua Alvares Cabral, 1479
09980-160-Diadema-SP Brazil
Telephone: 55-11-4044-5888  
Email: febratec@febratec.com.br 

CANADA
Manus Abrasive Systems
1040-78th Avenue
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada T6P 1L7
Telephone: 780-468-2588  
Email: manus1@telusplanet.net 

Wickens Industrial Ltd.
8199 Esquesing Line
Milton, Ontario L9T 6E7 Canada
Telephone 1-905-875-2182
Email: info@wickens.com 

CHINA
Allen Industry & Technology Co., Ltd. 
Room 1401, Zhongshen International Building,
2068 Hongling Road, Shenzhen, China
Telephone: 86-755-25869507
Email: yostyoung@sina.com 

Allen Industry & Technology Co., Ltd. 
No. 10 5-702 Zuojiazhuang West Street 
Chaoyang Dist.
Beijing, China
Telephone: 86-10-84519078
Email: yostyoung@sina.com 

Beijing International 
Aeronautical Materials Corp. 
Rm 511, No 36, Xidajie Haidian
Beijing 100080, China
Telephone: 86-10-6254-6272
Email: biam@biam.com.cn 

CZECH REPUBLIC 
Krampe CZ spol. sr.o.
Blatneho 12
616 00 Brno, Czech Republic
Telephone: 420-5 4924 5064
Email: info@krampe.cz 

DENMARK
SONNIMAX A-S
Stribgaarden, Strib Landevej 9
Middelfart 5500, Denmark
Telephone: 45-6440-1122  
Email: smn@sonnimax.com 

FRANCE
Sonats
2, Rue de la Fonderie - BP 40538
44475 CARQUEFOU CEDEX, France
Telephone: 33-251-700-494
Email: sonats@sonats.com 

GERMANY
Krampe Strahltechnik GmbH & Co. KG
Pferdekamp 6 - 8
D-59075 Hamm, Germany
Telephone: 49-2381 977 977
Email: info@krampe.com 

HONG KONG
Asia Standard (H.K.) Ltd.
Unit 9, 22/F., New Trend Center
704 Prince Edward Road East, Kowloon, 
Hong Kong
Telephone: 852-2321-9178
Email: asiastd@netvigator.com 

INDIA NEW!
Mec Shot Blasting Equipments PVT. LTD.
E-279, M.I.A., Phase II, Basni P.O.
JODHPUR - 342 005 [Rajasthan] INDIA
Telephone: 91-291-2740609/2744068   
Email: mecshot@sancharnet.in 

IRELAND NEW!
Campbell Machinery Ltd.
31 Ravens Road
Sandyford Ind Estate, Dublin 18
Ireland
Telephone: 353-1-2953426
Email: prc@campbellmachinery.ie

ISRAEL
TekTeam Ltd.
56 Haatzmaut St.
P.O. Box 1062
Yehud, 56101 Israel
Telephone: 972-3-6323576
Email: Tekteam@inter.net.il 

ITALY
Serim s.r.l.
Via G. Agnesi, 61
20039 Varedo Mi Italy
Telephone: 39-0-362-581558  
Email: renzo.giacometti@tin.it 

JAPAN
Toyo Seiko Co., Ltd.
3-195-1 Umaganji 
Jyushiyama-village              
Amagun , Aichi 490-1412 , Japan 
Telephone: 81-567-52-3451
Email: toyo@toyoseiko.co.jp 

KOREA
Alam Trading Company
824-19, Yeoksam-Dong
Kangnam-Ku
Seoul, Korea
Telephone: 82-2-565-1730 
Email: alamind@hanafos.com 

MEXICO
Equipos De Abrasion Para Metales
Av. De Las Granjas No. 61 Desp. 3
Col. Jardin Azpeitia, Azcapotzalco
02530 Mexico, D.F.
Telephone: 52-55-5355-0947
Email: lavmetal@prodigy.net.mx 

NEW ZEALAND
Syntech Distributors Ltd.
12A Saunders Place, P.O. Box 19-341
Avondale, Auckland, New Zealand
Telephone: 64-9-820-2121
Email: sales@syntechnz.com 

NORWAY
G & L Beijer AS
Tommerkrana 5 
3048 Drammen, Norway
Telephone: 47-3282-9080
Email: firmapost@glbeijer.no 

POLAND
El-Automatyka
Handlowa 3
Rzeszow  35-109, Poland
Telephone: 48-178622 539
Email: el@pro.onet.pl 

SINGAPORE
G.T. Baiker Ltd. Pte.
No. 10 Loyang Street
Singapore 508844
Telephone: 65-654-28993
Email: info@gt-ind.com.sg 

SPAIN
Materias Primas Abrasivas SL
Calle Energia, 2 Cornella
Barcelona, 08940 Spain
Telephone: 34933-778-255
Email: mpa@mpa.es 

SWEDEN
CBC Ytfinish Ab
Box 501
SE-442 15 Kungälv, Sweden
Telephone: 46-303-930-70
Email: Cbc.sweden@telia.com 

THAILAND AND VIETNAM NEW!
Filtech Company Limited
11th floor Bangna-Thani Building
119/23 Moo 8
Bangna-Trad Rd. KM3
Bangna, Bangkok  10260
Thailand
Telephone: 66 2 3988169-70
Email: Chartee@filtech.co.th

TURKEY
Millennium Industrial & Aerospace Supply
Ziyapasa Cad. Uzmez Sok. No:3
Eskisehir  26090, Turkey
Telephone: 90-222-221 3244
Email: nfo@millennium-tr.com 

UNITED STATES
Electronics Inc.
56790 Magnetic Drive
Mishawaka, IN 46545 USA
Telephone: 574-256-5001  
Email: info@electronics-inc.com
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World’s Most Versatile &
Rugged Blast Cabinets

We Have It All!
• Blast Cabinets • Automated Blast Systems 
• Portable  Blasters • Hoffman Blast Rooms

Empire Pro-Finish® cabinets set the world standard for
versatility and durability.

• Over 80 standard models with work
enclosures up to 140 ft3 and your choice

of suction or pressure blast

• A long list of
standard factory
options to meet your
specific production
needs

• The toughest
construction in the
industry backed by
the strongest
warranty in the
industry.

SPpfi  11/11/04  4:40 PM  Page 1

Blast-O-Lite 
Industrial Glass Beads

CLEANING   PEENING   DEBURRING   FINISHING

Contact:  Rick Symanski, 
Industrial Bead Sales Manager  

330.861.1013 
rsymanski@jacksonproducts.com

Glass beads are low-cost, one-step, and 
environmentally friendly.  Find out how 
glass beads can partner with your              
industrial projects.

�e Ultimate in Glass Bead Technology

A Div. of 
Jackson Products, Inc.

After
Before

800-325-9525  
www.flexolite.com
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GEAR TECHNOLOGY
The Gear Industry’s Information Source

Subscribe for FREE online at
www.geartechnology.com

GEAR TECHNOLOGY
brings you technical articles on

gear and gear drive design, manufac-

turing, testing and troubleshooting, from

fundamentals to cutting-edge research. If you

need to learn about gears, there's no better

place than Gear Technology.—and it’s Free!

Also, if you purchase or specify gears,

bearings, motors, speed reducers, gear drives or

other mechanical components, visit

www.powertransmission.com for the most

comprehensive online directory of

power transmission components

and their manufacturers.

shotpeener ad  8/25/04  9:59 AM  Page 1
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Blast Rooms, Designed &
Installed for a Perfect Fit

Empire Has It All!
• Blast Rooms • Blast Cabinets • Portable  

Blasters • Automated Blast Systems 

2101 West Cabot Boulevard, Langhorne, PA 19047-1893
Call: (215) 752-8800 • E-Mail: Airblast@empire-airblast.com

Fax: (215) 752-9373 • Visit: www.empire-airblast.com

With the acquisition of Hoffman Blast Room assets,
Empire can now meet virtually any blast room

requirement, including turnkey installation.
• We offer package and field-erected rooms

for parts and equipment of all sizes
• Your choice of
manual, vibratory or
screw-type media-
collection floors
• A complete range of
media-recycling
devices
• Economical

alternatives to full rooms,
such as our do-it-yourself

Pneumatic Blast & Recovery Systems
• The industry’s strongest warranty

Rooms/sp  2/18/05  11:11 AM  Page 1

The best news  
in the industry 
is FREE!
Please print or attach 
your business card:

___________________________________________________________
Name
___________________________________________________________
Title
___________________________________________________________
Company
___________________________________________________________
Address
___________________________________________________________
City, State, Zip
___________________________________________________________
Country
___________________________________________________________
Telephone
___________________________________________________________
Email Address

Fax to: (574)256-5222
Mail to: The Shot Peener
56790 Magnetic Drive, Mishawaka, IN 46545 USA

The Shot Peener: www.shotpeener.com/EI/tsp/index.html

ISSN 1069-2010Volume 18, Issue 3

Summer 2004

n Baseball and Shot Peening
n Shot: Get Into the Flow
n Why Golf is a Blast

The

Shot peening’s place in the automotive industry
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Industry News
New Products • New Companies • Awards • Upcoming Events • People in the News

Hard rubber masking for shot peening
Portland, Connecticut. Airex Rubber Products has been

manufacturing precision molded, custom made rubber parts
for customers worldwide since 1943. Our specialty is design-
ing and manufacturing hard rubber masking for shot peen-
ing, vibratory finishing, glass bead peening, plating, plasma
spraying (including HOVF), grit blasting, HA Coating and
powder coating procedures.

Our masks are cured rubber
parts that snap over the areas of
your metals that you want to 
protect from the media. These
masks are made specifically for a
part number. Therefore, they fit
tightly around your metal part,
hugging the contours and con-
figurations snuggly. The time
required for masking is reduced
from minutes or hours to literally
seconds. Depending upon the
particulars of the individual 
procedures, (dwell time, stand-off
distance, p.s.i., media coarseness and temperature), our 
customers use the same masks for numerous cycles before
they have to be replaced. The result is a distinct line of 
demarcation, no overspray and uniform finished parts. Airex
also manufacture seals, boots, bellows, gaskets, extrusions 
(for part protection and media masking), plugs and other 
rubber products, and we are well experienced at rubber-to-
metal bonding and rubber-to-non-metallic material bonding.

Airex Rubber Products also designs and manufactures
rubber part protectors to guard against dings and scratches
that can turn an expensive finished or nearly-finished metal
part into a piece of scrap.

For our customers, we provide free on-site trouble-shoot-
ing services. In other words, our engineers will walk through
your facilities with you to help you find solutions to your
masking or part protection problems.

For more information, contact Jim Hetrick by Phone:
(860) 342-0850 ext. 304 or Email: jhetrick.airex@earthlink.net

Nadcap exceeds 2006 goal of 3,220 audits worldwide
The Performance Review Institute (PRI) announced that the
2006 target of 3,220 Nadcap audits has been exceeded. This
is a great achievement and is indicative of the efficiency of the
organisation and of the increasing worldwide recognition of
the Nadcap brand. Perhaps one of the most important ingre-
dients in the success of Nadcap is that subscribers feel it pro-
vides an absolute assurance that special process and product
suppliers receive highly effective in-depth audits, while remain-
ing cost-effective.

Dr. Chetan Daté of Honeywell Aerospace, Nadcap
Management Council Chairperson, explained “The growing
integration of Nadcap into the aerospace industry and its role
in special process supplier management is indicative of the
commitment to excellence throughout the global aerospace
community.” 

The commitment of aerospace suppliers is not to be
underestimated: the Supplier Support Committee (SSC) is
active in encouraging suppliers to participate fully in the
Nadcap program and reap the benefits of involvement. SSC
Chairperson Dave Michaud of Fountain Plating confirmed:
“The SSC supports all suppliers that are either Nadcap accredited
or working towards achieving Nadcap accreditation. The 
primary way in which we do this is via supplier-focused 
sessions at the quarterly Nadcap meetings, which all suppliers
are welcome to attend.”

PRI has achieved this reputation by streamlining processes
while maintaining high standards of service. One example of
the cutting edge ethos of the organisation is the continuing
enhancement of the audit-specific website, www.eAuditNet.
com, which enables suppliers and subscribers online real time
access to the accreditation process, as well as a Qualified
Manufacturers List (QML) for quick reference. 

To support the suppliers as they work towards Nadcap
accreditation, PRI introduced the Nadcap Customer Support
Initiative (NCSI) in 2004. Data for 2004-2005 shows that, on
average, NCSI attendees incur 33% less major NCRs and 17%
less minor NCRs during their initial audits than the overall
average for the same period. In addition, it took NCSI atten-
dees 37 supplier days to close out their audit, while the over-
all average for the same period was 47 supplier days to close
out an audit. NCSI is a free web-based training program
which assists suppliers in learning about the Nadcap system,
enabling them to achieve accreditation more efficiently. 

Arshad Hafeez, PRI Director of Global Business
Operations, confirmed: “PRI is committed to efficiency and
accessibility of information. The surpassing of the target of
3,220 audits at this stage is proof of the dedication of all
Nadcap stakeholders to special process and product quality
throughout the global aerospace industry.”

Editor’s Note: Learn more about PRI at their booth at the 
2006 EI Shot Peening workshop in Indianapolis.

Pangborn@ Corporation Wins Major Airblast System
Installation Contract at Anniston Army Depot
Hagerstown, Maryland. Pangborn@ Corporation, a leading
global manufacturer of surface preparation equipment and
service provider for the metals industry, has been awarded a
major contract at Anniston Army Depot, Anniston, Alabama.

The contract calls for Pangborn to remove existing
rooms, duct work and ventilation equipment. Structural 
modifications will be made to house three complete airblast
rooms that will incorporate the latest airblast technology and
ventilation equipment. Adherence to a completion schedule is
important for the operation at Anniston. Pangborn@ will have
the system running in the 2nd quarter of 2007.

Pangborn Corporation, based in Hagerstown. MD. has
led the way in all aspects of the surface preparation industry
since it's inception in 1904. From the design of equipment, to
the services and products required to install, maintain and
operate blast machines, Pangborn is positioned to continu-
ously serve its customer base as it enters its second 100 years
of operation.
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The Original CLELAND
SHOT CLEANING SPIRAL SEPARATOR

Spiral
Separators

“Cleland Spirals Work Around the World”

Phone/Fax: (763)571-4606

Cleland Manufacturing Company
2125 Argonne Drive

Minneapolis, Minnesota 55421 USA

The Cleland Spiral Separator 
is the most successful method 
of separating round product
from cracked, broken, or non-
round materials. The Cleland
Spiral Separator is available
with a self-cleaning hopper to
ensure total emptying of the 
top hopper bin.

SAM YOUNG
ABRASIVES MEDIA

Carbon & Stainless Steel Cut Wire Shot

Carbon & Stainless Steel Conditioned Cut Wire Shot 

Aluminum Cut Wire Shot

Zinc Cut Wire Shot

Zinc Conditioned Cut Wire Shot

Zinc Cast Ball Shot

SAM YOUNG INDUSTRIAL CO. LTD.

186 HYO SUNG DONG

KYE YANG KU

INCHON, KOREA

TEL: +82-32-547-0357

FAX: +82-32-548-9350

E-MAIL: samyoungshot@hanmail.net
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CHRONITAL & GRITTAL
High quality cast stainless steel shot & grit
media used for cleaning, deburring, descaling,
surface finishing and texturing of a wide variety 
of aluminum, stainless steel and other non-ferrous
alloy castings. Ferrous contamination is avoided
with a single step blast cleaning process.

CARBON & STAINLESS STEEL CUT WIRE
High hardness, peening quality cut wire used
for shot peening a wide variety of machine parts
and structural components, primarily used in the
automotive and aircraft manufacturing industries,
meeting their respective specifications.

DIVISION OF VULKAN HAREX STEELFIBER (NORTH AMERICA) INC.

Vulkan Blast Shot Technology
P.O. Box 2052, 10 Plant Farm Blvd., Unit 2
Brantford, Ontario  N3T 5W5
Call 1-800-263-7674 (Canada and U.S.)
Tel. 1-519-753-2226 • Fax. 1-519-759-8472
E-mail: vulkan@vulkanshot.com    
Website: www.vulkanshot.com

With Vulkan you can count on 
HIGH QUALITY, STRONG TECHNICAL SUPPORT 
and EFFICIENT SERVICE at a competitive price
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Products & Services
Bulletin Board

Promote your products and services here.
Contact our Advertising Department at 1-800-832-5653 or 1-574-256-5001

Aero Almen Test Kit

The Aero Almen Test Kit was developed with the
U.S. Air Force Materials Laboratory for use at all
depainting facilities. For more information, call
Electronics Inc. at 1-574-256-5001 or 1-800-832-
5653.

Flapper Peening Kit

Flapper peening kits provide a convenient method of small area local
repair without the need for a blast cabinet. The basic kit includes the
unique components to conduct precision peening according to the 
highest military standards. For more information, call Electronics Inc. 
at 1-574-256-5001 or 1-800-832-5653.

Aviation Industry Conferences
presents:

The 6th Annual Aircraft
Maintenance Outsourcing
Conference for the Americas
15-16 November 2006 
(Las Vegas, Nevada, USA) 

For more information:
Aviation Industry Conferences
31 Palace Street, London, SW1E 5HW, UK
Tel: +44 (0) 207 931 7186
Email: confs@aviation-industry.com
www.aviationindustrygroup.com 

Almen Saturation 
Curve Solver Program 

FREE 
from 

The Shot Peener

Get the program developed 
by Dr. David Kirk

Request the program at:
http://www.shotpeener.com/

learning/solver.htm

Over 483 copies 
have been downloaded!

Shot Peening Training
Could your organization pass an audit?

Receive training from the company that
trains FAA inspectors! We show you how

to improve the quality and control of
your shot peening processes so that

your organization can pass a FAA audit.
We offer these FAA approved classes:
Shot Peening Audits  . . . . . .Course #AGL/0305/0005/8 

Shot Peening Training  . . . .Course #AGL/0305/0008/8 

Rotary Flap Peening  . . . . . .Course #AGL/0305/0007/8

For more information, please call:

1-800-832-5653

www.electronics-inc.com/educatn/FAAtrain.htm

SAM YOUNG ABRASIVES MEDIA

Carbon & Stainless Steel Cut Wire Shot

Carbon & Stainless Steel Conditioned Cut Wire Shot 

Aluminum Cut Wire Shot

Zinc Cut Wire Shot

Zinc Conditioned Cut Wire Shot

Zinc Cast Ball Shot

SAM YOUNG INDUSTRIAL CO. LTD.
186 Hyo Sung Dong

Kye Yang Ku
Inchon, Korea

TEL: +82-32-547-0357
FAX: +82-32-548-9350

Email: samyoungshot@hanmail.net

2007 
Shot Peening and 

Blast Cleaning
Workshops

Singapore - March 13-14

Montreal, Canada - May 1-2

Tempe, Arizona USA - October 23-25

For more information, call Electronics Inc. 
at 1-800-832-5653 or 1-574-256-5001 

or visit www.electronics-inc.com

Nadcap seeking
Consultant Auditors

The Performance Review Institute is seeking
Aerospace industry experienced 

consultant auditors for some of its 
Nadcap Special Process programs.

• Flexible Schedule 
• Competitive Daily Rate 
• Paid Travel & Living Expenses  
• Paid Annual Training 
• No Need to Relocate

Apply on-line today at www.eAuditStaff.com
or call 1-724 772 1616 ext. 8104.

ICSP 10
Tokyo, Japan

September 15 - 18, 2008

Important dates
Dead line for Abstract

31/Jul/2007
Submission of Manuscript

31/Jan/2008
Deadline for Registration

31/Jul/2008

Conference Office : Hidero Komada
Address :1-1-1 Higashimita Tama-ku Kawasaki

JAPAN 214-8571
Tell : +81-(0)44-934-7364 

e-mail : icsp10@isc.meiji.ac.jp



The Parting Shot
Jack Champaigne

Why a Picnic?
“How’s business?” It’s a question that is asked and answered
with friends and colleagues everyday. From my viewpoint at EI,
the answer is positive. As the world gets smaller due to leaps in
technology and communication, quality products and responsi-
ble processes are more visible. We have found ourselves in a
niche industry that is being refined, rediscovered and applied
with new energy.

But it hasn’t always been so easy for me. I ran my new 
business from my dining table in the early 1970’s. My first 
significant client was Wheelabrator. Initially, I supplied their 
Air Pollution Control Division with controls for bag house and
electrostatic precipitator dust collectors. It was 1978 before 
I was able to move into a small building and hire engineers 
and a production staff. At that point, I was building flow rate 
controls for Wheelabrator’s 16-wheel peen forming machine 
for Boeing. That’s how I discovered a unique and fascinating
niche in the industry and the MagnaValve was born.

Wheelabrator has continued to be a significant contributor
to our success and to many, many other companies and 
individuals. In employment opportunities alone, Wheelabrator
provided jobs for 32 years in Mishawaka, Indiana. The
Wheelabrator retirees club is still going strong in our 
community and we keep in touch with many of its members.

I’m at the point in my life where I have the time and 
inclination to reflect and I’m blessed to find myself having so
much fun doing what I love. So why a picnic? EI is located on
a beautiful property on the St. Joseph river and I saw a great
opportunity to invite everyone that has ever worked at
Wheelabrator to a picnic to celebrate and enjoy each other’s
company. Over 400 people joined us and we had a great time. 

Everyone has a story like mine about a client or mentor
that made a significant contribution to their success. 
This picnic was
my way to thank
Wheelabrator 
for all they did 
for me and
Electronics Inc. l
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These are only a few of the picnic pictures; many more are online
at www.electronics-inc.com. If you couldn’t attend the picnic,
visit the web site. You may spot old friends that you haven’t seen 
in years.Long-time friend Roger Johnson and me.
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The world’s 
leading provider
of certified 
Almen strips 
since 1987

1-800-832-5653 or 1-574-256-5001

Visit our web site
for specification charts.
www.electronics-inc.com


